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Left-derivation bounded languages are defined as those languages defined from 
context-free grammars by placing a bound on the number of nonterminals appearing 
in left-derivations. These languages are generated by left-derivation bounded grammars 
and form a full AFL not closed under eversal. The left-derivation bounded languages 
properly contain the nonterminal bounded languages and are properly contained in 
the derivation bounded languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Important subfamilies of the context-free languages have been found by placing 
a bound on the number of variables which may appear in a derivation of the context- 
free grammar. If  the bound must hold for all derivations of a given word, then the 
nonterminal bounded languages [|, 2] are formed. However, if the bound is only 
required to hold for some derivation of the given word, then the derivation bounded 
languages [5] result. In this paper, the bound is restricted to some left-derivation 
in order to produce the left-derivation bounded languages [8]. These languages are 
in between the nonterminal and derivation bounded languages. 
The basic definitions and characterizations for left-derivation bounded languages 
are given in Section 2, while in Sections 3 and 4 their closure properties are discussed. 
It is shown that they form a full AFL [4] but are not closed under the reversal 
operation. Because of these closure properties, it follows readily that they are 
equivalent to neither the derivation bounded languages nor the nonterminal bounded 
languages. 
2. LEFT-DERIVATION BOUNDED LANGUAGES 
In this section, left-derivation bounded languages are defined and characterized 
by left-derivation bounded grammars. Before proceeding, we repeat some well-known 
definitions, following the notation of Ginsburg [3] for context-free languages. 
* Many  of  the results in this paper were presented in Tech.  Report No. 17, Math.  Department ,  
The  University of Iowa, Iowa City, IO 1969. The  research reported here was partially supported 
by ONR Grant No. N0014-68-A0500. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V, Z', S, P) such that 
(i) 27_C V and V is a finite set; 
(ii) ScV- -Z ;  
(iii) P is a finite subset of (V -- Z) • V*. 
In the above definition of G, S is referred to as the axiom while elements of 
V -- Z, 27 are called variables (or nonterminals) and terminals, respectively. Elements 
of P are called productions and are usually written in the form of A --~ w. 
Derivations are defined to describe the action of the context-free grammar. Of 
particular interest are several restrictions on derivations; one describes a left to right 
derivation while the other will limit the number of variables used in the derivation. 
The formal definition follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G = (V,.S,, S ,P)  be a context-free grammar, x ,y~ V*, 
and k ~ 0; then: 
(i) x ~ y (G) iff x ~- x0AXl, y = XoWXl, for some xo, x 1 ~ V* and A -+ w ~ P; 
(ii) x~Ly(G)  iff x=x0Ax l ,  y=XoWXl,  for some x 0eZ*,  x I~V* ,  and 
A---~ w~ P; 
(iii) x ~k y (G) iff x ~ y, and both x and y contain k or fewer variables; 
(iv) x~y(G)  i f fx~kyandx~Ly.  
Then *~, ~L ,  ~ ,  *~ (G) are the reflexive and transitive closure of 3 ,  ~L ,  ~k, 
=~ (G), respectively. (If the grammar, G, is understood, then the notation, (G), 
will often be omitted.) 
The relations 5 ,  *~L, ~k, and ~ define the concepts of the derivations, left- 
derivations, k-bounded derivations, and k-bounded left-derivations, respectively. 
From these relations, the following sets are defined: 
(i) L(G) = {w ~27" [ S *~ w}, 
(ii) LkD(G) = (wEZ*  I S ~k w), 
(iii) Lk(G) = {w ~ 27* [ S *~ w}. 
L(G) forms the basis for defining context-free languages, while LkD(G) can be used 
to define derivation bounded languages [5]. In similar fashion, Lk(G ) will be used 
to define left-derivation bounded languages. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let L _C 27*. We say that L is a left-derivation bounded (LDB) 
language iff there exists a context-free grammar G and k > 0 such that L ~ Lk(G). 
Many families of languages are characterized by a class of grammars; hence we 
define the following type of grammar which will characterize the LDB languages. 
LEFT-DERIVATION BOUNDED LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let G = (V, X, S, P) be a context-free grammar. We say that 
G is a left-derivation bounded (LDB) grammar iff there exists an integer k ~ 0 
such that all left-derivations (beginning with a string of length one) are k-bounded. 
Nonterminal bounded grammars [I, 2] can be defined in a similar fashion as those 
context-free grammars where all derivations beginning with a string of length one 
are k-bounded for some k ~ O. Thus, every nonterminal bounded grammar is a 
LDB grammar, but the converse is not necessarily true. 
We now show that left-derivation bounded grammars characterize the left- 
derivation bounded languages. 
THEOREM 2,5. L is an LDB language iff there exists an LDB grammar G such 
that L = L(G). 
Proof. I f  G is an LDB grammar, then there exists a k > 0 such that k is a bound 
for all left-derivations. Hence it follows that L = L(G) = Lk(G) is an LDB language. 
The converse is proven by constructing a grammar Gk in a similar fashion to 
the construction i  Ginsburg and Spanier [5]. The difference lies in that the variables 
of Gk count the number of variables, up to k, which are generated to the right. Thus 
the number of variables generated in all left-derivations will be bounded by k. The 
actual construction of Gz is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Analogues of Definitions 2.3 and 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 also hold for nonterminal 
bounded (NTB) and derivation bounded (DB) languages. It is obvious that every 
NTB language is an LDB language, and every LDB language is a DB language. 
Thus, the following hierarchy of languages holds: 
NTB C LDB _C DB. 
In Section 4, it will be shown that these set containments are proper. 
A characterization f LDB grammars i now given which proves useful in Section 4. 
In the following discussion of context-free grammars, it is assumed that all variables 
can be obtained from the axiom and each variable can generate a terminal word. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G = (V, I ,  S, P) be a context-free grammar. Then G is an 
LDB grammar iff A *~L xoAxl implies x 1 E S* for all A e V -- I and xo, x 1 ~ V*. 
Proof. Assume G is an LDB grammar. Suppose A *~L xoAxl for some A ~ V --  27 
and Xo, x 1 e V*. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x 0 e l * .  Thus it 
follows that A *=>z Xo~AXt ~ for p > 0. If  x 1 ~ l * ,  then x 1 has at least one variable, 
and xx~ has at least p variables, where p is arbitrarily large. This leads to a contradic- 
tion; hence x 1 e 27*. 
Conversely, suppose the property holds. Then for the variables A, B, define A > B 
in case A ~z  xoBxl and x t q~ l *  for some x 0 , x 1 e V*. Clearly, the relation is never 
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reflexive (i.e., A ~ A for all A ~ V -- 27), and is antisymmetric (i.e., A > B implies 
B ~ A) and transitive. Thus, there exists a maximal ordered chain of variables 
Ax > "'" > An,  where n ~ [ V - -  Z ]. Set m ---- max{I w I I A -+ Wc P}. Now all 
left-derivations are n 9 m bounded, and, thus, G is an LDB grammar. Q.E.D. 
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF LDB LANGUAGES 
In this section, it is shown that LDB languages are closed under substitution 
by regular sets, substitution into regular sets, and intersection with regular sets. 
As a result, it follows that they form a full AFL. The operation of substitution is 
now formally defined. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 27 be a finite vocabulary, let R~ _C 27* for each a ~ 27, and 
let R = {(a, Ra) [ a 6 27}. For L C Z*, we let TR(L ) ---- {Wal "'" Wa, [ ai ~ 27, Wa, ~ Ra, 
for 1 ~< i ~ n; a 1 "" an eL}. We say that rR is the substitution operation defined 
by the indexed set R. 
The following theorem can be proven by standard constructions which may change 
the bound from k to k q- 1. The theorem essentially gives closure under union, 
concatenation, and Kleene's closure; it is stated without proof and is given for 
completeness. 
THEOREM 3.2. The family of LDB languages is closed under substitution i to regular 
sets; i.e., if R : {(a, Ra) I a 6 Z} and each Ra is LDB and L is a regular set, then "rR(L )
is LDB. 
THEOREM 3.3. The family of LDB languages is closed under intersection with 
regular sets. 
Proof. Using standard construction techniques, a new grammar can be defined 
describing the intersection with a regular set. One only needs to insure that terminals 
remain as terminals and that no extra variables are generated in the left-derivation. 
As a result of this standard construction, the bound on the left-derivations remain 
unchanged. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. The family of LDB languages is closed under substitution by regular 
sets. 
Proof. Suppose R = {(a, Ra) I a ~ Z), where each Ra is regular. Then for each 
a ~ Z, there is a left linear grammar 1 Ga = (Va, Z, S~, P,) such that L(Ga) ---- R , .  
Let TR be the substitution be defined by R. 
1 Left linear grammars are context-free grammars with all productions of the form A --~ Bx 
orA ~xwhereA,  B6V- -  Z,x~27*. 
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
a e 27, 
(v) 
Now let G = (V, X, S, P) be an LDB grammar and let k > 0 be a bound for 
left-derivations of G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the sets 
V -  27, V~-  27, Vb-  27 are mutually disjoint whenever a @ b. Define V = 
2 :u{(x i ,x  2 , . . . , x . ) [x i~Vw(Ua~zV~)  for 1 ~ i~<n and n~m},  where 
M = max{[w [ [ A ~ weP}.~ 
Then define P to be the set of productions of the form: s
(A)  -+ (x i ,..., x~) where A --+ xi "'" xn e P, and A, x i ,..., xn ~ V, 
(x i ,..., x~) -+ (x i ,..., xn_i)(x,~) if xn e V --  27, 
(x 1 ,..., x~) --,- (xi ,..., x~_ i , S~,) if x~ e 27, 
(x i ,..., x,~, A )  --+ (x  i .... , x,~, B )y  if A --,. By e Pa,  B c V,, - -  I for some 
(xi ,..., xn, A)  -+ (x i .... , xn)y  if A --~ y ~ Pa,  Y E 1" ,  for some a e I .  
Finally, define G ~ (V, 27, (S) ,  P). 
It follows that k + 1 is a bound for left-derivations of G, since left-derivations 
of G have at most one more variable (which would be of the form (a)  or (Sa), a ~ I )  
than similar left-derivations in G; hence, G is an LDB grammar. Moreover L(G) = 
{w~l "" w~. [ n >~ 0; x i ,..., xn e X; wxl e R~ 1 ,..., wx, e R~;  x i -.. xn eL} = .c•(L(G)). 
Thus the substitution by regular sets preserves LDB languages. Q.E.D. 
It is noted that by using a slightly more complex construction employing both 
left and right linear grammars, it is possible to maintain the original bound k. In  
general, the only time that changing the bound may be necessary is for the operations 
of concatenation and Kleene's closure. 
Closure under substitution by regular sets implies closure under homomorphisms. 
Thus, substitution by and into, and intersection with regular sets imply closure 
under inverse homomorphisms by Theorem 4 of Greibach and Hopcroft [6]. 
Since LDB languages contain a nonempty language, the next theorem summarizes 
the results. 
THEOREM 3.5. The LDB languages form a ful l  AFL. 
4. THE REVERSAL OPERATION 
In this section, it is shown that unlike most full AFL's,  LDB languages are not 
closed under the reversal operation. The basic procedure for doing this will be to 
exhibit a language which is not LDB but whose reversal forms an LDB language. 
I w I is defined as the length of w. 
In this notation, if n = 0, then (xl ,..., x~) is understood to be the empty word, A. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let 27 = {a, b, c}, and define 
L .  = {ambklc ~1 "'" b~mc ~" I m, k 1 . . . . .  k m > 0). 
TH~.OREM 4.2. La is not an LDB language. 
Proof. Assume L a is an LDB language; then there exists an LDB grammar 
G = (V, 27, S, P) such that L a =L(G) .  Let k be an integer satisfying Ogden's 
Theorem 1 [7] applied to G. Set w ---- ak(bkck) k ~La.  There exists a left-derivation 
S = w 0 ~z  wl ~L "'" ~L W,~ = W. Let wi be the first word in the left-derivation 
which has at least k terminals. Applying Ogden's Theorem 1 to the fixed subderivation 
of wi and letting terminals be distinguished, it follows that there exist A c V and 
Xo, Yo, z, Yt, xl c V* such that 
(1) S *=>r xoAxt *=>L XoYoAylXt *~ L XoYoZytxl = wt,  
(2) z has at least one terminal; hence z :~ A, 
(3) Y0Yl has at least one and fewer than k terminals; hence YoYI C: A. 
We now examine in detail the properties of Y0, Yl which will lead to a contradiction. 
Now (1) is a left-derivation and z :~ A; hence xoy o ~ Z*. Moreover, I XoYo I < k 
and Xoy o is a prefix of ak(bkck) k. Therefore, it follows that Yo e a*. Now Yl e 27* 
by Theorem 2.6. (This is the only part of the proof that uses the LDB assumption.) 
There exists z0, z t e 27* such that A ~L Z0, Xl *~L Zt, and w = XoYoZoYtZt. 
Hence XoYoqZoyflzl eL~ for all q >~ 0. Now Yl $ a* (in particular Yl :~ A) for 
otherwise XoZoZ 1 has fewer a's than XoYoZoYlZ x , since YoYI :/= A, and yet they have 
the same number of bc's, since bc's would only occur in z t . 
By a similar argument, YI must have an equal number of b's and c's. Thus, Yl 
is a form of bqcq (or c~bq), since Yl is an infix of w and [ Yl [ < k. I f  Yl = b~c~ (c~b~), 
then z o ends with b (e) and z 1 begins with c (b) since 0 < q < ]Yl I < k. It follows 
that XoZoZl, and XoYoZoYtZ 1 have the same number of occurrences of bc; thus, Y0 = A 
since Yo e a*. However, XoYo~zYt~Zt = xoAzobqcqbqcqz t (or xoAzocqbqcqbqzt) has one 
extra occurrence of bc which implies Yo 4= A, and this is a contradiction. Hence, 
L a is not an LDB language. Q.E.D. 
We will now show that LDB languages are not preserved under the reversal 
operation. 
THEOREM 4.3. The family of LDB languages is not closed under reversals. 
Proof. Define G = (V, 27, S, P) such that 27 = {a, b, c}, V ---- {S, A} td 27 and 
P = {S -+ ASa, A -+ cAb, A --* cb, S ~ Aa}. Thus G is an LDB grammar, L(G) = 
{ c~lb~x "'" c~"b~"an [ n, k x .... , k,  > 0}, andL(G) R = La which is not an LDB language. 
Q.E.D. 
LEFT-DERIVATION BOUNDED LANGUAGES 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The dual of LDB languages would be the right-derivation bounded (RDB) 
languages. By the principle of duality, it follows that RDB languages form a full 
AFL  not closed under reversals and that NTB C RDB _ DB. 
RDB languages are characterized as the reversals of LDB languages, i.e., L is an 
RDB language iff L R is an LDB language. Therefore, it follows that 
L~ : {a~bk~c  ." bk~c~[ ra, kl .... , k~ > O) 
is an RDB language since La R is an LDB language. Thus RDB ~ LDB. Since 
LDB and RDB are incomparable full AFLs and DB is a full AFL,  we can conclude 
that LDB u RDB ~ DB. Also, NTB C LDB (~ RDB since NTB is not closed 
under Kleene closure. 
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